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What is chaos?
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CHAOS — Ancient god of 
shapeless void that preceded the 

creation of the earth

Roots of
Randomness

Unpredictability

“When chaos started, the heaven and earth were 
formed...” 

— Journey to the West (1590), Wu Cheng En
《西遊記》．吳承恩
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Systems
N independent variables x

    In EE, we have capacitor voltages and inductor currents as the usual 
independent variables 

‘Connecting’ function (more properly called describing 
Differential Equation)

Trajectory in the N-dim space defining the solution of the 
system
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dx

dt
= f(x, t, x0, µ)

x = F (t, x0)



Systems can be seen as iterative functions      

Alternative terminologies:

Poincare map

Iterative map 

A discrete-time viewpoint
(just to make things simpler)

xn+1 = F (xn, µ)

where xn is value of x at discrete time instants.
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Anything that evolves as time 
goes is a system

Problem: how to model them

electrical / electronic systems

fluid flow

network traffic

weather

economy

society

life
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Simple fluid convection model

 Edward Lorenz, MIT, 1963

 3-dim system describing fluid convection
dx/dt = f (x, m, ... )

 The system is CHAOTIC for some 
chosen parameters!

The famous Lorenz equation:
 dx/dt = p (y – x)
 dy/dt = r x – y – x z
 dz/dt = x y – b z

where x is the rate of rotation
of a cylinder of gas; y is the
temp. diff. at opposite sides of
the cylinder, and z is the
deviation of the system from a
linear, vertical graphed line
representing temperature;
p is the Prandtl number;
r is temp diff between top and
bottom of the gaseous system
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Chaotic pendalum
    A simple mechanical pendulum modelled 

by as a “system” 

    Here, the swinging mass contains a 

magnet which is oriented to repel the 6 

magnets on the bottom plane

    The motion is CHAOTIC for some 

chosen parameters
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Video feedback
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The camera looks at the screen which 
displays what the camera captured a 
moment ago — a feedback loop!



Essential features
The trajectories (things) never repeat exactly.

The trajectories are bounded.

The trajectories appear random.

The trajectories starting close to one another can become 
totally uncorrelated very quickly — sensitive dependence on 
initial conditions or BUTTERFLY EFFECT!
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Butterfly effects in daily life
Can the flap of a butterfly in Beijing cause a storm in Hong Kong?
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Randomness or not?
Deterministic process but outcome looks random!
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Impact of butterfly effects

The animation serves to show that TWO almost 
identical starting points can give completely different 
endings.
This has a big impact on prediction science!
We can understand why the Hong Kong Observatory is 
never accurate in giving weather forecast.

Even if the weather model was accurate, we wouldn’t 
have accurate measurements.
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Interim summary

Chaotic systems are

deterministic

random in appearance

very sensitive to parameter changes and initial conditions

not long-term predictable
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Applications
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Borrowing the East Wind 借東風
The Battle of Red Cliff (208 AD)

Zhuge Liang (諸葛亮) 

Period of Three Kingdoms (190-220 AD)

In the Chibi battle (赤壁之戰) against the Wei (魏) state, 
Zhuge Liang wanted to burn up Cao Cao’s fleet of chained 
ships and knew that it could only be done by launching 
arrows with fire with the help of east wind.

Zhuge Liang set up the Seven Stars Altar and prayed for the 
east wind. In a short time, the east wind was in full force. 

Zhuge Liang could have studied the weather system from 
some ancient prediction theory which was based upon 
observation of recent events and parameter changes.

*Romance of Three Kingdoms (三國演義)
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Making pastry
Traditional French recipe in making pastry

Essential step: thorough mixing of butter with 
flour by fold-and-stretch

Topologically equivalent to the horseshoe map

Puff pastry dough:   http://www.pastrychef.com/htmlpages/recipes/puff_pastry.html
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Winning in Las Vegas
  In the late 1970's, a group 
of UCSC students were 
drawn together in a 
monumental effort to predict 
the unpredictable. Their goal 
was to achieve happiness 
(and a little financial security) 
for themselves and their 
friends via the roulette 
wheels of Las Vegas. They 
called themselves The 
Eudaemons, which stems from 
their eudaemonic 
philosophy... [http://
physics.ucsc.edu/people/
eudaemons/]

eu-dae-mo-nism n. [Gk eudaimonia happiness, fr. eudaimon having a good attendant spirit, happy, fr. eu- + daimon spirit]
(1827): a theory that defines moral obligation by reference to personal well-being through a life governed by reason. -- 
Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary 

Equations of Motion (deterministic):

parameters: friction, mass, moment of inertia, etc.

ẋ = f(x, µ, m, Iw, xo, ...)
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Winning in Las Vegas 
Shoe computers

  The Eudaemons made use of two 
separate shoe computers while at the 
roulette table. The first used a MOS 
Technology 6502 microprocessor and was 
worn by an observer near the roulette 
wheel. The observer would clock the 
motion of the wheel and ball using a toe-
operated switch.
  A prediction of where the ball would land 
on the wheel would be generated by the 
observer's shoe computer and immediately 
transmitted to an accomplice. The 
accomplice would then feel a unique 
pattern and frequency of buzzing 
solenoids in their shoe (telling them which 
octant of the roulette wheel was most likely 
to catch the ball) and quickly place bets 
according to this information.

The Shoe Computer,  http://physics.ucsc.edu/people/eudaemons/layout.html
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Cardiac fibrillation
  Very fast, irregular heart beat in the lower heart 
chambers (ventricles); heart muscles contract 
chaotically and at high irregular frequency due to 
disorganized waves of electrical activity 
meandering the heart, causing loss of blood 
circulation. Death within seconds!

  Study from nonlinear dynamics shows that 
fibrillation has arrived through a typical 
bifurcation path: 

  STABLE--QUASIPERIODICITY--CHAOS. 

Ventricular muscle 
contractile function 
simulations by Richard 
Clayton, University of 
Leeds, UK

  Three important states:
	   SR: stable operation
	   VT: intermediate (short duration)
	   VF: chaotic operation                   

ventricular 
tachycardia

ventricular 
fibrillation

sinus rhythm

surface ECG

J.N. Weiss et al., “Chaos and transition to ventricular fibrillation”, http://circ.ahajournals.org/cgi/content/full/99/21/2819

2D spiral wave3D spiral wave

chaotic wave (fibrillation)
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Cardiac defibrillation
How chaos theory helps

 We now know that VF is reached in two stages:
  a triggering event that initiates VT
  a transition or degeneration from VT to VF

How can drugs help?
Drugs for suppressing the initiation to VT were found NOT 
effective!
  It is important to look into the bifurcation from VT to VF.

Finding:  Transition via quasi-periodic route to chaos 
similar to the formation of turbulence.

Similar to spiral wave breakup in turbulence flow, 
VT degenerates into spatial-temporal chaos

IMPACT:

Researchers to look for drugs that modify cardiac 
restitution properties (related to action potential 
duration (APD) and conduction velocity (CV) restitution 
that creates spatiotemporal oscillations)

Implantable cardioverter defibrillator 
detects ventricular tachycardia, and 
electrically shocks the heart to restore 
the normal rhythm. 
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Cloud 
seeding

  Meteorological systems are deterministic 
(chaotic), but highly complex.

  Attempts to change the behavior of a local 
weather system were made in China (July 
2004), basically by perturbing the system 
parameters so as to alter dynamics.

  Chemicals were shot at clouds to make them 
“unstable” and jumps to another dynamical 
state which causes rain to fall. 

cloud holding 
moisture

rain
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Blunders or panaceas



Common beliefs
Chaos has found widespread 
applications in engineering

Provision of new viewpoints that 
improve understanding

Explanation of observed phenomena 
which were not understood

Discoveries of new phenomena

Speedy publications

Ease of attracting funds

Gimmicks of commercializations
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Impression:

Chaos is almost like a panacea 
that solves most problems.

Secure communication using chaos...

Suppressing EMI by chaos...

Cryptography with chaos...

New methods for chaos control in power 
electronics...

Discovering bifurcation behavior in...



Pitfalls
Poor engineering judgments (misunderstanding or ignorance of 
practical needs; absurd solutions)

Wrong focus of solution approach and comparison/evaluations 
(unintentional/intentional diversion of attention) 

Blind faith in invalid/simplified models:

Misleading analysis (unnecessary attributes to chaos or irrelevant 
analysis)

Non-exist phenomena found and claimed as new discoveries 
(invalid models for the conditions relevant to practical operation)

Re-discovery of known methods with chaos terminologies (glaring 
omission of prior art in engineering)
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M.C. Escher, Dutch graphic artist (1898-1972)

Invisible flaws



Sensitivity panacea
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“Secure” communications 
(1990s)

Chaotic signals are noise like and 
hence thought to be good 
carriers of secure messages.

Demonstration of coherent 
communication by chaos 
synchronization in near ideal 
environment.

Waveform level communication

Initial success attracted lots of 
attention. The challenge was 
synchronization.



But sensitivity kills
Chaos can’t synchronize!?

Known facts:
Chaos synchronization is found “impossible” in practical 
environments (SNR ~ 0 dB).

How can coherent communication be done with chaos? Not 
possible!

Alternative: non-coherent communication at the expense of 
degraded performance.

There is really no security in using chaos.

But ease of spread-spectrum generation is still attractive.
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Same old research still goes on today!
	 Coherent communication based on chaos 
synchronization is still being pursued, with 10% 
noise level (poor evaluation)! 

    Secure communication is still being claimed!

	



Security panacea
The high sensitivity of parameters is thought to be 
beneficial in cryptography.
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f(x, µ)x y

key

Definition of being “secure”:  

The cryptographic process is secure 
IF the only way to break it is by 
exhaustive search of the key. In that 
sense, the ultimate security rests in 
the key length (digital) which is 
translated to the time to find it by 
exhaustive search. Thus, security 
improves with the number of bits of 
the key.

But with deterministic chaos, 
the problem is different!

Decryption goes in a reverse manner to 
recover x.

Encryption



Guessing determinism
The problem is

The functions for encryption and decryption 
are known to the public.

If the functions are deterministic, the process 
may be worked out such that the key may be 
found by an attack algorithm.

Is chaos cryptography really secure!

The real issue of research interest (personal 
opinion):

Is there a general proof for the 
attackability of chaos cryptographic 
schemes?
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input patterns

output patterns

crypto system
(known)

attack algorithm

KEY

Is the problem well defined?



Randomness versus chaos
Very common claim:

Compare chaos methods with 
randomizing schemes
Chaos works and seems to be better!!!
Again a “panacea”

Questions (often omitted):
How does chaos differ from 
randomization?

Randomization must be based 
on a deterministic process 
anyway.

Why chaos works? What is the actual 
mechanism? Is there anything to do with 
chaos?
Are we comparing two deterministic 
methods really?
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EMI panacea
Chaos can suppress EMI!  Yes, but not really a 
chaos consequence.

Engineering:  It’s actually ‘randomizing’ switching 
frequency such that the spectral peaks are 
lowered, hence ‘pass’ the regulations.

Questions:

Why chaos? 

Why compare with specific random 
processes? Some papers detailed the 
difference between chaos and random 
schemes— a fundamentally flawed 
analysis.
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~
chaotic driving frequency

centred at the designed value

constant driving frequency

chaotic driving frequency
centred at the designed value

Is the comparison well founded?



The issue of EMI suppression

Chaos is certainly NOT a panacea!

What engineers ought to study is:

What kind of “chaotic / randomizing” functions would 
give more statistically advantageous distribution?

Formal statistical characterization of chaos.

Good engineering:

G. Setti, “Statistical approach to discrete-time chaotic systems: basic theoretical tools and application 
to EMI reduction,” IEEE Distinguished Lecture, 2004. http://ewh.ieee.org/soc/icss/dlp.php

G. Setti et al., “Statistical modeling of discrete-time chaotic processes—basic finite-
dimensional tools and applications,” IEEE Proceedings, vol. 90, no. 5, pp. 662-690, 2002.
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Fluid mixing panacea
Fluid mixing is an important industrial process.

How to do it quickly, efficiently and thoroughly?

CHAOS— Good mixing / power saving!

The engineering issues:

How does it mix?
Change of dv/dt
High frequency components vs dc components
We need to characterize the driving signal
WHAT is a meaningful comparison? (with suite of sinewave 
signals of different frequencies)

At the end, chaos is not strictly relevant!
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Mud mixing hopper

fluid mixer



Discovery panacea
Chaos theory also provides golden opportunities for 
applied mathematicians and sometimes engineers to 
“discover” new phenomena in real systems.

The usual technique is to work out the mathematics based 
on some presumed models of the real systems.

Numerous examples:

Electronics, telecommunications

Mechanical systems, robotics

Economy, business, ...
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Can engineers use these results?

Usual problems:
Blind faith in math models.

Models become invalid under the parameter conditions 
when the “uncovered” phenomena occur.

Phenomena actually never happened. 

Pure math exercises. 

In reality, no discoveries. No applications.
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dx

dt
= f(x, t) + g(u, t)

x(t) =

!
t

0

F (t, µ)dt

x(t) = A!1y(t) +
n!

m=1

N!

n=1

H(n)
n2f(x)

n ! m



Analytical panacea:
“New discoveries” in power electronics

Interesting bifurcations were found in 
power electronics.

Problems:

Models assume simple control, mostly without 
practical consideration of the usual integral low-
pass feedback loop.

Phenomena are hardly seen in practice 
because

e.g. period doubling cannot occur because of 
the low pass loop that removes the high-
frequency oscillations
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power stage

control

model
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Let’s summarize...



To make applications meaningful, 
what we need is

Rigorous model verification so as to ensure validity of the 
analysis

Consideration of practical parameter ranges so that results are 
not purely of theoretical interest

Understanding of the state of the art in the relevant practical fields 
(many blunders could have been out of ignorance)

Scientific investigation of the underlying causes instead of a 
crude attribute to chaos and some superficial properties

Consistency with practical observations of real systems

Above all, prudent engineering judgement!
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Conclusion



In this talk we have 
reviewed some chaos applications;

pointed out some problems in the field, especially in areas 
that target at specific engineering applications.

promising, with lots of opportunities for practical 
applications;

demanding more rigorous treatment and analysis with 
consideration of the current advances in relevant practical 
fields.
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The area is 
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A drunk man, knowing that his key was dropped 
in the pub, insisted to search for it under the 
lamp pole. When asked why, he said, “...because 
it’s brighter here.”



Applied Nonlinear Circuits and Systems Research Group
Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Email: cktse@eie.polyu.edu.hk
Website: http://chaos.eie.polyu.edu.hk
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